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Part III

Pharmaceutical care
in world-wide perspective
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7 
IMPLEMENTATION BARRIERS
TO PHARMACEUTICAL CARE

In the previous three chapters of this dissertation and also in many other studies it has been
proven that the provision of pharmaceutical care has the expected positive influence on part
of the outcomes of patient care. Although such studies have not yet been published in the
major biomedical journals, it has clearly been established that the provision of
pharmaceutical care has its value in the case of general ambulatory care1,2,3, psychiatry4, HIV
infections5, asthma6,7, diabetes8, hypertension9, and hyperlipaedemia10. In spite of this
evidence, it remains to be seen if all pharmacists are willing to implement pharmaceutical
care in their daily practice.

7.1 IN T R O D U C T I O N

Many implementation barriers have been mentioned in response to the open question in the
final pharmacist questionnaires of the TOM and OMA project, described in Chapter 3 (see
table 7-1).

The fact that documentation scored relatively high on this list, is partially due tot the
research-documentation which was required from the participating pharmacists. Fifteen out
of the 22 pharmacists stated that the worst part of their project (TOM or OMA) was either
filling out the questionnaires or collecting and sorting the data needed by the project team.

Time, lack of trained staff and lack of remuneration are most probably strongly
interrelated; if there would be enough money the pharmacist could hire additional staff and
thus free up time for providing care.

Although one pharmacist saw the lack of communication skills as a barrier, 15
pharmacists found especially the patient contact, thus communication, the most rewarding
part of the studies. Two pharmacists even mentioned that they found the outcomes of the
provided care motivating. So there are definitely also attractive sides to the provision of
pharmaceutical care for pharmacists.

Implementation barriers for pharmaceutical care are also discussed in literature11,12. As
Odedina, Segal an Hepler already described, there are even differences between pharmacists
in one country, in the sense that there are ‘providers’ and ‘non providers’ of pharmaceutical
care13. These differences can be found in direct patient care dimensions as well as attributes
relative to the provision of pharmaceutical care. What some pharmacists perceive as a barrier
to the provision of pharmaceutical care, is not regarded as such by others or has been
overcome. This is also illustrated by the fact that over half of the barriers mentioned by the
project pharmacists in the TOM and OMA studies are only mentioned once and probably
not so relevant to others (although this was an open question in the questionnaire).
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Table 7-1 Implementation barriers mentioned by TOM/OMA pharmacists (n=22)

Barrier Frequency

Time 16

Documentation 7

Lack of (trained) staff 3

Can/should not offer to all patients 2

To get started 2

Responsible pharmacist not always on premises 2

Lack of clinical knowledge 2

Lack of computer support 2

Coaching staff 2

The GP’s 2

Timing with patients 2

Assuring continuity 1

Lack of clinical data 1

Working structured 1

Difficult if family is involved 1

Patients don’t want it 1

Pharmacist only can do it 1

Lack of stimuli to act 1

Motivating staff 1

Training staff 1

Lack of peer support 1

Lack of communication skills 1

Lack of remuneration 1

Don’t see an effect 1

The implementation barriers found in the results of the TOM and OMA studies are not
specific for The Netherlands. In other countries that are moving towards a pharmaceutical
care model of community pharmacy the same barriers can be identified although their local
importance shows some differences.
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7.2 EU R O P E A N  B A R R I E R S  T O  T H E  I M P L E M E N T A T I O N  O F  P H A R M A C E U T I C A L

C A R E
*

7.2.1 Introduction
Although pharmaceutical care concept is sweeping over the pharmaceutical world, in daily
community pharmacy practice not much has been implemented yet. It is clear that
pharmacists perceive a number of barriers for the implementation. Moreover, the readiness
towards the implementation of the concept is different, even per pharmacy14.

The structure of pharmacy (and health care) in Europe is far from homogeneous. The
results of a questionnaire of the University of Groningen together with the community
pharmacy section of FIP show that pharmacies serve on average anywhere between 1500
(Greece) and 18000 (Denmark) people15. In some countries pharmacies have a well-trained
staff but in other countries only shop assistants help the pharmacist. Also sometimes non-
pharmacists can employ pharmacists and thus influence the professional activities and
possibilities. Because of these differences it is not very likely that the barriers for the
provision of pharmaceutical care will be the same in the different European countries.

In order to get some overview of the barriers perceived by European pharmacists for
implementing pharmaceutical care, a semi-quantitative research project was carried out
through structured interviews. To be able to obtain a higher level of aggregation,
representatives of pharmacists’ organisations or researchers in the field of pharmaceutical
care were interviewed instead of individual practising pharmacists.

7.2.2 Method
From discussions with practising pharmacists during the continuing education sessions of
the international pharmacy federation (FIP) and from the results of the Dutch TOM and
OMA studies, a list of 25 possible barriers was compiled and structured into domains. See
table 7-2.

During a structured interview, representatives from 11 different European countries,
involved in pharmaceutical care at national pharmacist organisations (n=6) or in
pharmaceutical care research (n=5), were first asked to identify spontaneously the barriers
for pharmaceutical care in their country. The different countries and the nature of the
interviewee are listed in table 7-3.

Then all unmentioned barriers from the list were screened and the subjects were asked to
confirm or deny if those barriers played a role in their countries. Finally, the identified
national barriers were presented and the subjects were asked to give them a ranking between
1 and 5 as to their importance, with 5 being very important in their country. An absolute
ranking (the number of times a barrier was mentioned multiplied by their ranking factor)
was calculated as well as a relative ranking (the absolute ranking divided by the number of
interviewees considering the item as a barrier).
Pharmaceutical care was presented as a form of pharmacy practice during which the
pharmacist assumes responsibility for the patient outcomes. Essential elements being
———
* Research performed for the Pharmaceutical Care Network Europe by the University of Groningen and the
Quality Institute for Pharmaceutical Care, Kampen;  publication pending.
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documentation, the need to perform medication assessment (medication surveillance) to
detect and resolve drug-related problems, the co-operation with the patient. The co-
operation with physicians or other health professionals was described as not absolutely
necessary but desirable.

Table 7-2.  Barriers for pharmaceutical care

Resources

Lack of money (reimbursement)

Lack of time

Lack of space in pharmacies

Lack of software for medication assessment

No clinical patient data available

Lack of trained staff

Lack of protocols or consensus-reports for treatments

Attitude and opinions

Attitude/opinion of staff

Attitude/opinion of other professionals

Attitude/opinion of practising pharmacists (product orientation)

Attitude of pharmacy owner (the boss)

Lack of vision on professional development

Education

Lack of clinical education

Lack of education in communication skills

Lack of education in social pharmacy

Lack of education on health systems/public health

Skills

Lack of skills for medication assessment

Lack of communication skills of pharmacists

Lack of documentation skills of pharmacists

Lack of management skills

Environment

Legal barriers

National health care structure in general

Inertia of pharmacists as a group

Privacy problems
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7.2.3 Results
Some of the interviewees mentioned another barrier than the barriers on the list (table 7-2)
but this happened only occasionally. Such barriers were e.g. ‘Pharmacists are afraid’ or
‘Pharmacists are not used to make judgements on soft data’ or ‘ lack of recognition of
pharmaceutical care by the university’.

Table 7-4 gives the 10 most important barriers in Europe, according to their absolute
ranking, meaning that many respondents have recognised the barrier, or that the item is
seen as an important barrier by several of the interviewees.

Table 7-3  Participating countries and interviewees

Country Nature
interviewee

Denmark Representative

England Representative

Finland Representative

Germany Researcher

Ireland Researcher

N-Ireland Researcher

Netherlands Researcher

Norway Representative

Spain Representative

Sweden Researcher

Switzerland Representative

Table 7-4  Barriers in absolute ranking

Barrier Abs. ranking

Lack of money (reimbursement) 43

Lack of time 42

Attitude/opinion of other professionals 38

Lack of communication skills 37

Health care structure in general 34

Lack of clinical education 34

Attitude/opinion of pharmacists 33

Lack of education in communication 33

Lack of management skills 28

Lack of vision on professional development 28
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Table 7-5 gives the 12 most important European barriers according to their relative ranking,
thus taking into account the numbers of respondents mentioning the barrier for their
country.

According to the interviewees of Finland, The Netherlands, Norway, and Sweden, money
is not a major barrier in their countries. For Spain money has not been identified as a barrier
at all. In almost all of the European countries, the following barriers are perceived to a
different degree of severity:

§ Lack of time (all countries)
§ The attitude/opinion of other professionals (all countries)
§ Lack of communication skills (10 out of 11 countries)
§ Lack of clinical education (10 out of 11 countries)
§ Lack of money (10 out of 11 countries)
§ Lack of education on communication (10 out of 11 countries)

Table 7-5  Barriers in relative ranking

Barrier Rel. ranking

Lack of money (reimbursement) 4.3

Attitude of pharmacy owner (the boss) 4.2

Lack of time 3.8

Health care structure in general 3.8

Lack of documentation skills 3.7

Lack of communication skills 3.7

Attitude/opinion of pharmacists 3.7

Lack of software for medication assessment 3.7

Lack of management skills 3.5

Lack of vision on professional development 3.5

Lack of protocols or consensus-reports for treatments 3.5

Lack of education on health systems/public health 3.5

The least important barriers in the European countries, according to the respondents are the
privacy problems, legal problems, the training of the staff, the lack of skills for medication
assessment and the inertia of pharmacists as a group.

There is no significant correlation between the lack of time, money and space.

7.2.4 Discussion
The difference between the absolute ranking and the relative ranking indicates that,
although some barriers were not perceived in some countries, they are important in those
countries where they do play a role e.g. the attitude of the pharmacy owner (the Boss).

Time and money are the major barriers for the implementation of pharmaceutical care in
all European countries studied, just like in the USA16. Other important factors can be found
in the health care environment and the pharmacists’ education. Although the correlation is
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not clear from our date, there should be a relation between the lack of money and lack of
time. If there would be enough money, pharmacists could employ staff-members for the
provision of pharmaceutical care but most of the remuneration systems are turnover
dependent.

Money (or the reimbursement issue) is the most important perceived barrier preventing
pharmacists in all but one questioned European countries from starting pharmaceutical care
in their pharmacies. The attitude and opinion of other professionals is a barrier that is
spontaneously mentioned by all interviewees, but it is not a major one.

The lack of clinical education is another barrier in almost all countries. It is therefore
amazing that the lack of skills for medication assessment only plays a role in 2 countries.
Apparently the respondents trust the pharmacists to perform medication assessment if only
the clinical knowledge were in place.

In countries where pharmacists are usually employed, the boss is perceived as the second
major barrier, after the reimbursement. It is also interesting to note that legal barriers, the
lack of protocols and the lack of education in health systems and public health, are only
regarded as barriers in two out of the 11 countries.

Implementation barriers for pharmaceutical care are also discussed in literature17,18. The
perceived barriers found in this study show a large resemblance to the results of two
publications by Odedina et al.19, 13. In these analyses the authors studied the factors that
influence implementation of pharmaceutical care and the discrepancy between the
behavioural intent of pharmacists and the low provision of pharmaceutical care in the US.
They find a number of barriers for implementation of pharmaceutical care that are
experienced by pharmacists, but also note that the same perceived barriers nevertheless lead
to different behaviour. They suggest that this discrepancy may be due to the low perceived
social norm by physicians, the low perceived behavioural control, the low self-efficacies with
respect to the means involved in the provision of pharmaceutical care and the low affect
toward the means involved in the provision of pharmaceutical care.

The list of barriers mentioned in table 7-2 seems to cover almost all possible barriers for the
implementation of pharmaceutical care in Europe, and could therefore possibly be used on a
national level for a more thorough investigation of implementation barriers in a selection of
individual community pharmacists.

Methodological remarks
The method used to identify the barriers in the research described here may cause some bias
because not the pharmacists were interviewed but people who were supposed to have some
overview over pharmacy practice and pharmaceutical care in their countries. Additionally,
per country only one person has been interviewed. Furthermore the attribution of the
values as impact factors is artificial and basically a ranking procedure. Calculating European
overall scores therefore does not represent a highly balanced picture. Nevertheless it seems a
useful approach. The numbers of pharmacies per country have not been taken into account
and the results therefore can be regarded on country level only.

There is a chance that the opinion on the current role of pharmacists in society of those who
were interviewed affect their view on the barriers, as the community pharmacists in the field
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would perceive them. In other words, if the interviewed were rather disappointed in
pharmacy in their country, they might mention more barriers than pharmacist’s experience
in practice. However, the reverse seems more probable. The respondents in general were
strong supporters of the extended role of pharmacists in society and certainly were
convinced of the importance of the implementation of pharmaceutical care.

As Odedina, Segal an Hepler already described, there are differences between pharmacists
in one country, in the sense that there are ‘providers’ and ‘non providers’ of pharmaceutical
care. These differences can be found in direct patient care dimensions as well as attributes
relative to the provision of pharmaceutical care. What some pharmacists perceive as a barrier
to the provision of pharmaceutical care, is not regarded as such by others or has been
overcome.

7.2.5 Conclusion
Time and money are perceived to be major barriers for the implementation of
pharmaceutical care in the European countries studied, both in the absolute and relative
ranking method. Both issues are interrelated.

From this survey it is clear that the European Pharmaceutical Associations must pay
attention to remuneration issues when they would like pharmaceutical care to advance in
their countries. But it is also clear that they need to work continuously on a change of
attitude amongst pharmacists and try to influence the opinions of other health care
providers. The latter could not only be reached by public relations initiatives, but also by
supporting researchers in publishing the results of their projects.

Important barriers have also been identified in the educational domain. More and/or
better education of European pharmacists in the field of clinical pharmacy, communication
skills, documenting skills and management skills therefore seems necessary.

7.3 CO N C L U S I O N  O F  T H I S  C H A P T E R

There are a number of successful research projects into the effects of pharmaceutical care
described in literature and there are more concluded projects or on their way. By now
(1999), there is sufficient scientific evidence that pharmacists can improve outcomes of
(pharmaco)-therapy and thus improve the quality of the care for the patient (see also
Chapter 4, 5 and 6 of this dissertation).

But as long as the positive effects of pharmaceutical care on health outcomes have not
been published in peer review journals, the other members of the health care team will not
readily embrace the concept and stimulate pharmacists to incorporate pharmaceutical care
in their daily practice. Therefore it will take time before the attitude and opinion of other
health care professionals, one of the major implementation barriers, will disappear.
Additionally, the payers of health care will not contribute financially to this form of care for
the same reason and the second implementation barrier (money) can not be broken down.

On the other hand, the very high level of satisfaction of the public with pharmaceutical
care shown in all research projects to date does stimulate many pharmacists in different
countries to start providing pharmaceutical care to their clients in spite of the perceived
barriers.
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In many countries the professional organisations of pharmacists now have adopted policies
to stimulate their members to provide pharmaceutical care. Although it is not within the
scope of this dissertation to describe such projects, many standards, protocols and
implementation strategies are being developed on a national scale. The content of those
protocols and strategies depend on the status of medical and pharmacy practice in each
individual country.

Although developing standards and protocols for providing pharmaceutical care certainly
seems necessary it seems more appropriate to start to eliminate as many other
implementation barriers as possible, according to the research described in this chapter. The
lack of consensus reports and protocols has only been identified as a barrier in 2 countries.

The provision of pharmaceutical care in practice demands a number of skills and a level of
knowledge that apparently is not being taught in several countries at present. It is therefore
a major challenge to academia to adapt their curriculae in order to enable pharmacists to
deliver pharmaceutical care.
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